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“Metamorphosis” Event Report On June 22, 2024, the TEDx event was held at the Dr MV

Jayaraman Auditorium, MVJCE, Whitefield, Bangalore. Organized by TEDxMVJCE, the event brought

together a diverse group of speakers and an enthusiastic audience, aiming to inspire and educate through a

series of insightful talks and performances. The commencement included a TED video that set the tone for the

day's inspirational talks, and an introduction by the hosts. Vishal and Shreya delivered a speech that

highlighted the significance of TEDx events in spreading ideas and fostering community engagement. Their

eloquent articulation of the event's theme was both inspiring and engaging.

Speaker 1: The first speaker, Veerendra Vasamsetty, Director R & D, Schnieder Electric took the stage at

10:30 AM. Veerendra's talk focused on overcoming significant challenges in one's career and life. He shared

personal anecdotes about his journey, emphasizing the importance of resilience and determination. Veerendra

also discussed the metrics he uses to measure progress, providing a unique perspective on personal and

professional development. The session concluded with a Q&A segment, where attendees engaged with

Veerendra, asking insightful questions about his experiences and strategies.



Speaker 2: At 11:00 AM, Jagadeesh and Madhuri, Guitarist & Founders of World Fusion Ensemble,

Moonarra captivated the audience with their talk. They discussed their musical journey with their indie band,

Moonarra, and the evolution of music in India. Jagadeesh shared his transition from Western classical music

to jazz, explaining how the evolution of platforms has made it easier for artists to reach a broader audience.

Madhuri complemented his narrative by detailing their use of these platforms to promote their music. The

session was interactive, with a lively Q&A segment that delved deeper into their experiences and views on

the future of music in India. Tea Break and Performance 1 Following the second talk, a tea break was held

from 11:30 AM to 11:45 AM. Sponsored by Altrius Hotels, the break featured refreshments including

samosas and sandwiches, with water bottles provided by Bailey. After the break, the audience was treated to a

performance by Moonarra from 11:45 AM to 12:00 PM. The performance was a delightful mix of jazz and

indie music, showcasing the band's talent and passion.



Speaker 3: Mouna Nanaiah , Travel Vlogger took the stage at 12:00 PM. Her talk revolved around

effectively managing time and energy between a full-time job and content creation. Mouna shared her journey

of monetizing her passion, turning it into a source of income. She also provided insights into her future plans,

outlining the exciting projects she has in store. The session included a Q&A segment, where Mouna's

practical tips and personal stories resonated deeply with the audience. Lunch Break The event paused for a

lunch break from 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM. The break provided an opportunity for attendees to network and

discuss the morning sessions.



Speaker 4: After lunch, the event resumed with a performance by Anupriya Jacob from 1:45 PM to 2:00 PM,

setting a vibrant tone for the afternoon sessions. Dr. Raghuram Additional director & Neuro surgeon then took

the stage at 2:00 PM, sharing his insights and experiences. His talk was followed by a Q&A session, engaging

the audience with thought-provoking questions and discussions.



Speaker 5: Tanmay Shukla's performance from 2:30 PM to 2:45 PM captivated the audience with his artistic

expression. Following this, Mayank B Nagori, Co-Founder of Gud Gum spoke from 2:45 PM to 3:15 PM.

Mayank discussed his decision to pursue a master's degree with the goal of becoming an entrepreneur, his

unique choice of chewing gum as a business venture, and his background in chemical engineering. The

audience was intrigued by his unconventional path and innovative ideas, leading to a lively Q&A session.

Conclusion The event concluded with a vote of thanks at 3:15 PM, acknowledging the contributions of the

speakers, sponsors, organizers, and attendees.



The attendees left with goodie bags containing the "Metamorphosis" novel, candy, and stickers, provided by

The Green Chapter. Expense Report The detailed expense report is attached, covering all aspects of the event

including venue costs, speaker fees, refreshments, goodie bags, and equipment rentals. --- The TEDx event on

June 22, 2024, at the MV Jayaraman Auditorium was a resounding success, leaving attendees inspired and

motivated by the powerful talks and performances. The meticulous planning and execution by the

TEDxMVJCE organizing team, along with the generous support of the sponsors, ensured a memorable

experience for all

The event was sponsored by Altrius Hotels (Surya Elegance), Bailey, MVJ College of Engineering

(title sponsor), The Green Chapter, and LearnMore Technologies. The Green Chapter provided the

speaker goodie bags, while attendee goodie bags included the "Metamorphosis" novel, candy, and

stickers. Commencement and Initial Sessions


